Technology- the birthplace of innovation, creativity and change
“Any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic.”
― Arthur C. Clarke
The passion for learning fuelled by the spirit to succeed
kick started ‘The Cyber Fest 2018.’ To provide a canvas
to the students to unveil their inner Picasso, a string of
competitions
including
Digital
Art,
Staging
Presentations, Brochure Making, Movie Making,
Animated Story using Scratch and Website Designing
were lined up for classes II-VIII. Our tech-savvy
students aptly showcased their endowment by using
Windows 10, MS Power Point 2013, MS Word, Movie
Maker, Microsoft Photos and HTML.
Questions are the best way to gain deeper insights and
develop more innovative solutions. So why not utilize
them to ignite a curiosity in our students? A week long
Cyber Quiz was held throughout wherein the students
were invited to answer questions in a special “ Quiz
corner”.
In a creative attempt to disseminate information
and hone the computer skills of the Satyans, ‘The
Handy IT Tip of The Day’ was shared in the
Morning assembly.
To realize the dream of an all-inclusive Sustainable
Development, we have amalgamated with schools
and organizations worldwide to achieve. The
projects undertaken by the Satyans were showcased
via Skype to Skype Master Teachers in Vietnam
and Hungary. The participants were adjudged on
the basis of their Creativity, Relevance to the
Topic, Application of Knowledge, Percentage of
Work Completed and Overall Presentation. The
teachers and the students presented their voice on
Flipgrid. An exclusive Webinar was conducted by
the IT Head Ms Monica Joshi which was high
appreciated by the faculty members.
Indeed, the Cyber Week achieved its motto and enlightened the students that we now have programs and
platforms that can transform learners into globally active citizens, opening up countless avenues for
communication and impact. The Cyber extravaganza was truly enlightening and interesting.

